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I’ve taught tens of thousands of aspiring investors, business owners, entrepreneurs, and

seasoned professionals alike how to grow scale and acquire highly-profitable businesses.

I’ve been honored to be in a position to help so many others and it has been incredibly rewarding

to see so many find their own path to success…

However, I have a confession…

As much as I enjoy helping others, over 18 months ago I began to grow frustrated. After every

event, speaking engagement, or gathering I attended I would get swamped with people wanting

to ask me for my advice which lead to detailed questions about problems they were experiencing.

I love to connect with other ambitious entrepreneurs and I am always willing to help anyone I

can…but if I’m being honest, it was a little overwhelming. 

The constant “gotta minute” and “mind if I pick your brain” moments turned into energy-sucking

conversations… 

And maybe you can relate…

You don’t have the be a public figure, speaker, or celebrity to know what it’s like to have people

constantly ask you for help and request more of your time and free advice…

And even worse, know that most of them will do nothing with the advice you give!

So why do we give others the time? I think it’s because most of us simply want to be good people

and help others…and there’s nothing wrong with that.

But the unfortunate reality is these constant “free advice” sessions often leave you feeling burned

out, under-valued, and ultimately getting to a point where you feel like you’re…

Tired Of Wasting Time Giving Free Advice!
Then one day, everything instantly changed for me…

While speaking on stage one day, I was sharing a story about a situation that a client of mine was

going through. I gave some high-value insights, walked off stage, and didn’t give the lesson much

thought afterward…

But after the talk, while heading to the bathroom, I was literally ambushed by an attendee who

ran a $60,000,000 business…

…eagerly wanting to give me 30% of his business.

At this point, I had made the decision to stop having “free advice” sessions and I told him “I’d love

to help, but the way I do that now is with a half-day consult for $25,000.”

He didn’t blink an eye and immediately wired the whole $25,000 the same day.

And here’s the crazy part: he wasn’t the only one!

Multiple attendees had similar stories to what I shared on stage and they all wanted more time

together.

One by one, I didn’t give any free advice and just listened to each of them. Then I gave my 3

sentence response to working more in-depth on their business…and one by one…they happily

jumped at the $25,000 consulting half days…

This ultimately led to 75 half-day consulting clients in the next 12 months…

It was a life-changing experience…

If you’re tired of giving free advice…

If you want to eliminate the constant “gotta minute” sessions…

If you feel like you’re not charging enough for the value you provide your clients…

Or if you need a proven high-value outline or are simply unsure of what a 1/2 day consultation

should include…

I Want To Give You 3 Of My Exact 1/2 Day
Consult Blueprints And Walk You Through

The Entire Session Minute-By-Minute So You
Can Get Paid To Deliver Your Own Consults!

You can use these step by step consult blueprints for any business at any stage from start-ups to

established operations…

Every Consult Blueprint is strategically designed to deliver a high-value session with a

targeted focus to leave any client with invaluable insights and actionable takeaways,

regardless of your personal experience…

So who are the 1/2 Day Consult Blueprints for?

! If you want to get paid for your expertise or experience by others who will value and use

your advice, direction or recommendations to improve their businesses...

! If you feel like your advice is undervalued or you're not fairly compensated for your time

and you want a way to turn favors and questions into immediate profit...

! If you're unsure about what to say, what questions to ask or what a high-value consult

should include and want to model my exact consults that clients happily pay $25K to

receive…

! If you want to charge large upfront consultation fees but you're concerned about being able

to deliver the value to match the fees you want to charge...

! If you're tired of getting cornered and asked for free advice but you don't want to turn

people away and are genuinely interested in helping others (and being paid for it)...

! If you're suffering from "Imposter Syndrome" because you haven't had the success you

want and that is stopping you from having the confidence to charge for your time...

! If you know you have value to offer others but just need the proper steps and model that will

give you the confidence to take action...

! If you are currently providing consultations but you need a more efficient roadmap,

comprehensive outline, and/or want to confidently charge more for your consultations and

provide an outstanding experience to your clients...

Then This Is For You…

Introducing...

My $25K Consult Blueprint Bundle

3 Private Workshops Included!
When you claim your access to the Consult Blueprint Bundle today, you’ll get 3 complete consult

blueprints and 3 in-depth private training workshops (one for each consult blueprint) where I

break down exactly what to discuss, what questions to ask and how to fill every minute of your 1/2

day consult for each of the sessions below:

Growth Consult
The Growth Consult gives you the exact step-by-
step process I use to help any business grow,
expand or scale. You’ll confidently be able to walk
your clients through identifying gaps,
opportunities, and insights for any business.

Grow Sales Consult
The Grow Sales Consult is designed specifically to
help any business increase sales. In this consult
and workshop, you’ll learn exactly how to help your
clients identify high-impact sales channels and help
them create a game plan for their sales goals.

Grow Profits Consult
The Grow Profits Consult is designed to deliver a
high-value consult that is focused on helping your
clients increase profits. With this blueprint, you’ll
learn exactly how to walk your clients through
assessing their profit factors from pricing strategies
to operational efficiencies and prioritization. 

GET INSTANT ACCESS TO THE CONSULT BLUEPRINT BUNDLE NOW

Here’s The Best Part…
Whether you’re an experienced high-ticket consultant or just tired of giving out free advice and

want to start charging for your guidance and support, these consults are designed to be high-

value based on your client’s situation and business model. Your personal experience and results

are not required to deliver a high-value consultation. 

Every consult includes both core fundamentals and high-level insights that will help you deliver a

benefit-rich consultation. Plus, I review each consult in minute-by-minute detail as I break down

every element that is included in my personal $25,000 1/2 day sessions…

No secrets are held back and no discussions are left out…

You get everything I personally do to model for yourself…

Here’s just some of what you’ll learn: 

" The exact questions you need to ask for any consultation and the blueprint

to navigate any situation with 100% confidence...

" How to virtually eliminate the stress and nervousness of your first consult

and ensure you always make a great impression...

" The three questions you must ask on every consultation that will help you

set the foundation for a high-value consult, every time...

" How we generated an $80M cash windfall for a client by making a single

suggestion (and you'll have this same blueprint for your own use)...

" How to close out every consult you do so that your client feels confident,

excited and fully satisfied with the session (and this can easily lead to more!)...

" Why you'll never need to worry about running out of content or having

enough to talk about - in fact, you'll almost always run out of time...

" How to identify the constraints and opportunities in any business even if

you have zero experience in the market or industry...

" Why your personal experience or results do not matter and why the Consult

Blueprints do not rely on "your results" to deliver a high-value session...

" The simple strategy to turn your clients expenses into profits - this one

strategy alone can easily be worth your entire consultation fee...

" How to make sure every consult is a GUARANTEED success and ensure

your clients leave satisfied and eager to lock in future business...

" Why you should use the 3x3x3 matrix to guarantee you uncover high-value

growth opportunities for any business during your consults...

" And So Much More...

GET INSTANT ACCESS TO THE CONSULT BLUEPRINT BUNDLE NOW

So What’s The Investment?
The Consult Blueprints you’ll have access to are the same exact resources and outlines I use for

my $25,000 4-hour (1/2 day) sessions.

Plus, you’ll get access to 3 consult-specific private workshop sessions (one for each blueprint)

breaking down everything I discuss, how I position topics, and how to adapt the consultation

outlines for yourself…

So just the upfront value is at least $25,000 since that’s what I charge and what you can start

charging too…

But in all fairness, if you’ve never done a consultation before you likely won’t start charging $25K

from the start and I want to make this a fair investment to give you a significant return as quickly

as possible…

So cutting the price in half, at just $12,500 would be more than fair to give you access to my exact

blueprints that you can use over and over again…

But of course, you won’t pay close to that…

BUT…

If you’re ready to take action right now, while you’re on this page, I want to make this a complete

“No Brainer” and make this offer so good that…

Even If You Only Did One Consult It Could
Still Cover The Investment Multiple Times...

If you’re willing to make an investment in yourself and use the exact blueprints that have been so

valuable to me, I’m willing to discount the true value by over 90%…

So for a very limited time, you can get access to the complete 3 Consult Blueprint Bundle for a

single payment of only $1,997.

Even though the profit potential on a single consult can be significantly higher…

In addition to the time freedom and peace of mind you’ll gain from eliminating the “gotta minute”

and “free advice” sessions…

And the benefit of being paid what your time is worth or what you want to charge…

Take Advantage Of This Special Offer While It’s Available…

Get Instant Access Today...
For A Single Payment Of Just $1,997

GET INSTANT ACCESS TO THE CONSULT BLUEPRINT BUNDLE NOW

Don’t miss out on this special offer… after you complete your first consultation, you’ll never want

to go back to free sessions again… trust me.

Cheers,

Roland
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